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ABSTRACT

The large-scale collection and exploitation of personal information to drive targeted online advertisements has raised privacy concerns. As a step towards understanding these concerns, we study the relationship between how much information is collected and how valuable it is for advertising. We use HTTP traces consisting of millions of users to aid our study and also present the first comparative study between aggregators. We develop a simple model that captures the various parameters of today’s advertising revenues, whose values are estimated via the traces. Our results show that per aggregator revenue is skewed (5% accounting for 90% of revenues), while the contribution of users to advertising revenue is much less skewed (20% accounting for 80% of revenue). Google is dominant in terms of revenue and reach (presence on 80% of publishers). We also show that if all 5% of the top users in terms of revenue were to install privacy protection, with no corresponding reaction from the publishers, then the revenue can drop by 30%.
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H.1.0 [Models and Principles]: General
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1. INTRODUCTION

Online advertising plays a critical role in the Web ecosystem today. Most Web services are offered for free to end users and these Web services operate by relying on revenues generated by online advertising. A lot of work has been done on different facets of online advertising: whether it be understanding the mechanisms used for advertising or combating click spam. However, little is known about the economics of online advertising, chiefly the economics of collecting and using personal information of users for facilitating targeted advertising.

Understanding the relationship between personal information and its economic value sheds light on debates around privacy and network economics. Economics of online advertising can highlight information vectors that can lead to higher revenues, the users who supply these vectors and its impact on online privacy. Network economics literature has not considered revenues generated for Web services by the users via ads and a fine-grained characterization can lead to better models and accurate understanding of the flow of money.

Our key contribution is characterizing advertising revenue as a function of users’ information that is used to drive online advertising, specifically how much information do different parties collect, and the value of this information to them. We begin by developing a model of online advertising revenue based on discussions with advertising professionals and literature (Sec.2). Our model includes content-hosting publishers, users browsing content and aggregators tracking these users across publishers. We then perform a data-driven analysis using our model to study today’s advertising ecosystem, using multiple large Web traces (Sec.3). The unique nature of our traces also lets us compare different aggregators – impossible to do by studying the clickstream of a single aggregator. To highlight the utility of understanding revenues as a function of information, we investigate what would happen to revenues if users were to adopt a privacy solution such as do-not-track (DNT), and show why such unilateral actions will not be supported by Web services (Sec.5). Our main findings include:

Today’s advertising ecosystem. In Sec.4.2 we observe that: (a) Google is a dominant player in the online ad in-
duty, with presence on 80% of publishers in our datasets, with highest revenues as an aggregator but is not the top publisher in terms of revenue, and Facebook is increasing its presence around the Web with their ‘Like’ button, reaching 23% of publishers, (b) a few aggregators account for most of the revenue (5% accounting for 90% of revenues), however, users’ contribution to advertising revenue is much less skewed (20% accounting for 80% of revenue) and (c) popular publishers account for highest revenues, while less popular ones have low revenues.

DNT/Blocking can decrease overall revenue by 75%. We learn that there can be up to 75% drop in ad revenues if blocking is near-total, without any repercussions from aggregators (Sec. 5), and just the top 5% of users (in terms of revenue contribution) blocking is enough to decrease the advertising revenue by 30%.

2. ONLINE ADVERTISING MODEL

The reason stated by online aggregators for collecting information is to increase advertising effectiveness. Hence, we focus on online advertising.

2.1 Online advertising entities

The online advertising ecosystem consists of three main entities:

Users (U) access Web content and services. We focus on content and services the user accesses for free.

Publishers (P) host content and services that are provided free-of-charge to users. Publishers gain revenue by selling space on their Web pages to advertisers. Examples include nytimes.com and slate.com.

Aggregators (A) map advertisers to the most effective Web page placements based on content of the Web site and any information they have about users viewing the page. To facilitate this process, aggregators track user behavior using a combination of Web-bugs, cookies, analytics etc. (see [18] and references therein).

Examples include DoubleClick (owned by Google) and more recently Facebook that tracks users (for social purposes) via the ubiquitous ‘Like’ button [26]. Some large aggregators like Google also host content (e.g., Youtube), hence can be publishers as well.

2.2 The role of users

In an implicit exchange for free services, users contribute to advertising revenue by viewing advertisements when they visit a publisher. We denote the number of visits a user makes to publisher p as \( \mu_u(p) \). Each visit a user makes to a Web page produces impressions that may be sold to advertisers.

2.3 Revenue for publishers and aggregators

Aggregators and publishers share advertising revenue generated by displaying ads on Web sites. We assume the aggregator retains a constant fraction of the advertising revenue (\( \alpha \)) and passes the remaining amount on to the publisher. Google AdSense, for instance, keeps \( \alpha \approx 0.32 \) [21]. (We use this value in the paper.)

We consider ad revenue on a “cost-per-mille” (CPM) (i.e., price for 1,000 ad impressions) basis as this is the primary method of purchasing targeted display ads [16]. Our model can be extended to handle cost-per-click (CPC) but this is left for future work. The amount an advertiser will pay for impressions depends on user \( u \), ad network \( a \) and publisher \( p \).

\[
CPM(u, p, a) = RON_a \times TQM_p \times I_u(u)
\]

Run-of-network (RON). \( RON_a \) is the base price for an impression in ad network \( a \). A RON ad is a generic ad that is shown to users about whom little is known and may be shown on any publisher that \( a \) is affiliated with [6]. It has been observed that CPM for a targeted ad can go anywhere between 2-10X the price of a normal RON ad [16].

Traffic quality multiplier (TQM). \( TQM_p \) is a multiplier of the impression price that captures the quality of the publisher, ad location and hence the value of the impression.

User Intent \( I_u(u) \). The value of an impression increases as a function of the estimated purchasing intent of the user. Currently, aggregators segment users based on their interests [5], as inferred through online tracking. Certain segments are determined to have higher purchasing intent (e.g., cell phone shoppers) and these users’ impressions are worth more. This relative value, in turn, is reflected in the price that ad-networks charge for reaching these users via keywords and/or bid values.

We use implicit intent \( I_{EI}(u) \) to represent the intent value an aggregator can infer about a user. It naturally depends on the presence of an aggregator on the sites the user visits. We distinguish this from explicit intent \( EI(u) \) that is computed with knowledge of all sites the user visits. Consider the example: user Bob visits [espn.com, swimming.com, pets.com]. Aggregator A is present on the first two publishers, while aggregator B is present on the third one. Implicit intent for aggregator A about Bob would be limited to Bob being interested in sports, while for aggregator B, it is that Bob is interested in pets. The explicit intent \( EI(u) \) is that Bob is interested in sports and pets. We assume that \( I_{EI}(u) \leq EI(u) \); implicit intent is capped by explicit intent.

We note that while having longitudinal data helps in getting more accurate estimates of user intent, an aggregator would need to be present on all publishers to accurately estimate explicit intent \( EI(u) \).

The total revenue \( R \) then of the online advertising ecosystem is the following:

\[
R = \sum_{u \in U} \sum_{p \in P} \left( \sum_{a \in A} \mu_u(p) \cdot \frac{CPM(u, p, a)}{1000} \right)
\]

3. DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

We use traces of HTTP traffic in multiple networks to study advertising in relation to information gathered from the users. While having access to an aggregator or a publisher’s clickstream would aid our study, it would provide

\( ^2 \)Note that this an estimate of revenue; we use ‘revenue’ to refer to this estimate

\( ^3 \)No personally identifiable information was gathered or used. To the extent, any data was used, it was anonymous and aggregated data.
only a single point-of-view. In contrast, HTTP traces give us near complete visibility into the set of publishers and aggregators that the user population interacts with when they are present in the network. We also describe how we assign values to the parameters described in Sec. 2 from the data.

3.1 Data analysis overview

We use three data sets, summarized in Table 1. Both Univ and HTTP deal with traffic over a wired network, while mHTTP is traffic over a mobile network.

We first group each (anonymized) user’s HTTP transactions in the HTTP traces into sessions and then identify publishers and aggregators within each session yielding a set of publishers and aggregators per user. We use the set of publishers to compute user intent \((I_u(u))\) and \(EI(u)\) from Sec. 2. With intent values and values for \(RON_a\) and \(TQM_p\), we compute \(CPM(u, p, a)\) for each user-publisher-aggregator triple (Eqn. 1), and thus the overall revenue (Eqn. 2). The first two steps (Fig. 1) are described next.

3.2 Extracting HTTP sessions

We initially group HTTP transactions into sessions representing Web site visits using these heuristics.

1. **StreamStructure** [17]. For Univ we use the Referer header to group HTTP requests into sessions using the StreamStructure method proposed in [17]. This method has been shown to have precision and recall values between 0.8 and 0.9 using Alexa data [17].

2. **Content-type and time**. HTTP and mHTTP traces did not contain the Referer header so we group requests using the Content-Type header. We group requests between TEXT/HTML requests into sessions. We require that requests be more than 1s apart to avoid separating Web site frames into separate sessions. This method has been shown to be robust to thresholds between 0.5 – 2s with precision and recall values of between 0.7 and 0.8 using Alexa data [17]. We note here that while we may mis-identify a third party as a first party, the opposite would be much less likely as we use the Content-Type.

3. **User-Agent**. For mHTTP, we exploit the fact that mobile applications use HTTP for their communications and set the User-Agent field to indicate which application is making the request. When the User-Agent is not a mobile browser we group requests for the same application based on User-Agent.

For the three methods above we also exclude known third party domains (e.g., those identified in [18]) from consideration as a publisher. We also require that sessions contain more than one request as most Web pages today contain more than one object (e.g., images).

Identifying publishers and aggregators. After sessionizing HTTP transactions, we assign the first domain in the session to be the publisher. We consider any domain hosted on a different AS than the publisher to be a third party. We use RIPE’s whois to perform the IP to AS mapping.

Using AS numbers to distinguish publisher and aggregator organizations has limitations. For example, CDNs hosting embedded content are classified as aggregators. Indeed, we observed CDNs as some of the most common aggregators. That emphasizes their potential to enter the aggregation business [4]. To mitigate the impact of CDNs on our results we exclude well known CDNs from consideration as aggregators (e.g., Amazon (AS16509/14618), Akamai (AS16625/20940), and Limelight (AS22822)). Secondly, publishers and aggregators that are owned by one entity (e.g., Gmail and Doubleclick) cannot be disambiguated. This is not a problem as we assume they share information (Google has a unified privacy policy [23]). We attempted using an alternate technique, combining ADNS entries and AS numbers. However, it divided some popular organizations (e.g., Microsoft uses both msedc and nsatc as ADNS domains). For cases where multiple publishers are hosted on the same AS (e.g., a CDN) we identify publishers using their host domain.

3.3 Computing intent \(I_a(u)\)

The ability to profile users based on their purchasing intent is what drives advertisers to pay more for targeted advertisements. Advertisements targeted to specific audience segments can command 2-10X the base \(RON_a\) price (depending on the predicted purchasing intent of the segment) with an average increase of 3.3X [10]. Reverse engineering the data mining algorithms used to determine purchasing intent is beyond the scope of this paper. However, to lend realism to our calculations, we rely on values assigned by ad-networks themselves to key-words in combination with categories that can be assigned to publishers. So we use the following process.

1. **Categorize user-visited publishers** Users’ interests and intent can be inferred based on publishers visited (e.g., espn.com: sports) in the same way as aggregators do it [12]. Using Alexa’s standard site categorization of our datasets mimics advertisers planning campaigns. When publishers appear in multiple categories in Alexa (e.g., bbc.co.uk, bbc.co.uk: arts and news) we pick the highest ranking category. Note that this is conservative as publishers who map to different categories can lead to higher revenue.

2. **Determine intent values for categories**. Once we know the Web sites categories a user visits, we need to convert these categories into a multiplier value between 2 and 10 (as this is the increase in value of an impression due to targeting). We use suggested bid amounts for the categories provided by the Google AdWords Contextual Advertising Tool [5] to estimate the relative value of different categories.

Table 1: Summary of data sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Neighborhood</td>
<td>A (4/2011)</td>
<td>~ 5K</td>
<td>40M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mHTTP</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>B (8/2011)</td>
<td>~ 3M</td>
<td>1.5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ</td>
<td>Campus</td>
<td>C (9/2010)</td>
<td>~ 8K</td>
<td>30M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Data analysis pipeline to extract users, publishers and aggregators.
Once we have the bid amount for each category, we normalize by the highest category value and rescale into the range 2-10. Hence, every publisher gets mapped to a category and using the category, an intent value is assigned.

3. Compute intent. We use the set of publishers a user visits to calculate two different intent values for the user: implicit $II_a(u)$ for an aggregator $a$, computed by taking the average of intent value of publishers that $u$ visits where $a$ is present as a third party (results in an average $II_a(u)$ of 3.1 in the Univ and HTTP datasets and 3.8 in mHTTP) and explicit $EI(u)$ to be max of the average intent value across all publishers $u$ visits or $II_a(u)$. The difference between the intents approximates the added value of having visibility into the full set of sites visited. Relative frequency of visits to different publishers can also be part of our calculations.

3.4 Additional parameters
Traffic quality multiplier ($TQM_p$). $TQM_p$ captures additional factors (ad placement, quality of publisher) impacting the value of impressions. Capturing all of these factors is beyond the scope of this work. We instead, focus on $TQM_p$ as based on the quality of the publisher. Reasonable values of $TQM_p$ are 2 for popular publishers (e.g., New York Times) or 0.1 for disreputable sites (e.g., illegal file hosting). Thus, we assign publishers appearing in the top 500 sites on Alexa $TQM_p = 2$. We assign publishers with IPs on a DNS blacklist $TQM_p = 0.1$. We assign the remaining publishers $TQM_p = 1$. We note that a publisher may be outside the Alexa top 500 but can still be a prime/reputable site, but the penalty for mis-classifying such sites is a factor of two. However, we want to ensure we never assign disreputable sites (as given by the blacklist) a high score, hence we assign a number that differs by an order of magnitude (0.1)

Run-of-network ($RON_p$). We use a value of $1.98 for $RON_p$ as this is the average run-of-network price found in advertising literature [6].

Limitations: We used published numbers for our parameters but they may vary in practice; our results are not meant to predict absolute values. Hence, we focus on distributions and trends in ad revenues that are not impacted by scalar values such as $TQM_p$ or $RON_p$. There may be issues with relying on a certain method to classify publishers/aggregators or on certain resources (Alexa, Adwords) but methodology remains the same.

4. TODAY’S ADVERTISING REVENUE
We now combine the advertising model (Sec. 2) with the datasets (Sec 3) to see: (1) how much do aggregators know about users through tracking? (2) which users, publishers and aggregators generate the most ad revenue? We mostly present results from mHTTP due to space constraints.

4.1 How much do aggregators know?
Aggregators are able to estimate intent accurately for 50% of users. Fig. 2 shows the ratio of explicit to implicit intent for user-aggregator pairs. Recall, that for each user, the aggregator infers intent based on the subset of sites where the aggregator is present as a third party. We find that more than half of aggregators in all datasets inferring the correct value of $EI(u)$ for those users. This accuracy stems from many users visiting sites in a small number of categories (median: 2.2 categories, mHTTP).

Aggregators know most about popular sites. In Table 2 we show the reach of top (in terms of revenue) aggregators across all publishers in our datasets. Maintaining presence on many publishers requires aggregators to build and maintain business relationships. Fig. 3 shows the fraction of publishers the top four aggregators are present on for varying numbers of top (in terms of popularity) publishers. Top aggregators are focusing on popular publishers with the top aggregators present on more than 70% of the top 10% of sites. As we consider less popular sites presence by top aggregators correspondingly decreases with Facebook dropping from presence on 85% of the top 10% of publishers to presence on only 23% of all publishers. This suggests that studies considering third party tracking on popular publishers (e.g., [18]) are seeing an upper bound on tracking. In terms of implications to privacy, we find most aggregators are present on a low number of publishers (Google being an exception, Table 2).

4.2 How valuable is this information?
Ad revenue is generated by many users. Ad revenue generated by users is only slightly skewed, with 90% of revenue derived from 55% of HTTP and 35% of mHTTP and Univ users, respectively (Fig. 4). We find strong correlation between user revenue and the number of sessions per user with a correlation ($r$-value) of 0.64 for mHTTP. Unsurprisingly, users who browse more are more valuable in the impression-based revenue model.
Figure 4: Cumulative fraction of revenue attributed to each aggregator and user.

Table 2: High revenue aggregators (mHTTP).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlobalCrossing (AdMob)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOL</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omniture</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo! (AS42173)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: High revenue publishers (mHTTP).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Frac. Rev.</th>
<th>Frac. Users</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>facebook.com</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>google.co.uk</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bbc.co.uk</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fbcdn.net</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twitter.com</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yahoo.com</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>google.com</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>computers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. REVENUE WITH PRIVACY

We study how unilateral privacy preserving actions by users affect advertising revenues. We consider blocking technologies that disrupt tracking by third parties, downloading of online ads [3], deny cookies, limit Javascript execution to selective sites [22], as well as obfuscation methods where the key idea is to either inject noise in services that profile users, like search [15] or mobile apps [14] or to impersonate users [1]. The users' privacy is protected as their 'behavior' is obfuscated/attributed to someone else. The aggregators clearly lose out as the data they obtain is corrupted.

We note that these methods may not be effective and few might use them [11]. Likewise, measures like the Do Not Track initiative [2] relies on aggregators honoring the intent. In addition, publishers and aggregators may retaliate by refusing service when they detect blocking, decreasing the utility for the user. Whatever the outcome might be in such a cat-and-mouse game, the intention from the users' is clear – to opt-out of tracking. Hence blocking prevents aggregators from tracking users and reduces revenue generated by targeted advertisements. We quantify this loss.

5.1 Quantifying revenue loss

The amount of information available to aggregators may differ based on privacy protection measures used and can be captured in the model from Sec. [2].

The cost of blocking When users deploy privacy preserving measures they may experience decreased functionality. Modeling the utility decrease due to blocking is beyond the scope of this paper.

User Intent $I_u$. Recall that user intent captures the interests of the user (Sec. [2]). Privacy preservation techniques hinder aggregators from being able to infer the intent of users through tracking. This gives two potential values for $I_u$ in our model:

$$I_u = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{2}I_a(u) & \text{u and p do nothing} \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

Implicit intent ($I_a(u)$) is as described in Sec. [3.3] Recall that implicit intent ($I_a(u)$) is what aggregators can infer, while explicit intent ($EI(u)$) can consist of all the information the user possesses. And when the user or publisher block tracking there is no increase in CPM as a result of intent, hence it is set to 1.

Quantifying the cost of blocking Fig. [9] shows how much value is currently derived from implicit intent which stands to be lost if users block. The average value of $I_a(u)$ is 4.2
in the HTTP, 3.8 in mHTTP and 3.1 in the Univ traces, respectively. Indeed, when we compute revenue with all users blocking (i.e., $I_u = 1$) revenue decreases by a factor of 4.2 in the HTTP, 3.8 in mHTTP, and 3.2 in the Univ traces, respectively. A large population of users blocking – in the worst case, if the Do Not Track (DNT) header would become default – would represent a significant threat to advertising revenue. If proposals like DNT are honored by aggregators this may lead to lowered quality of service as the publisher will lose out on additional revenues. Blocking also poses the potential to decrease functionality of Web sites for users (e.g., blocking Javascript via NoScript). Hence, for these reasons, it can be argued that most users will not take the extreme step of blocking entirely. However, we find that even if 5% of the top users block, the revenue drop is between 35%-60%. Regarding obfuscation, assuming that even if 5% of the top users block, the revenue take the extreme step of blocking entirely. However, we find for these reasons, it can be argued that most users will not adopt unilateral privacy protection.

6. RELATED WORK

Much work has been done on understanding the effectiveness of behavioral targeting [6, 29], users’ attitudes towards targeting [20], and designing systems for mining interests of users for targeting [8]. The actual behavioral targeting mechanisms are not known as they tend to be proprietary. Likewise, recent work has focused on the problem of combating clickspam [10] and characterizing mobile advertising [28]. In addition, past work has also focused on understanding the role online ads play in decision making [24] or how to properly set CPM values [7]. Our paper tries to shed light on part of the advertising landscape using real data from an economics perspective – understanding advertising revenue as a function of user’s information.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Using HTTP traces, we looked into the relationship between how much information is collected by aggregators and quantified how valuable this information can be. We developed a simple revenue model for targeted advertising to aid us. Our results indicate that revenue is highly skewed towards few aggregators, while it is not that skewed from a user perspective. We also studied possible revenue drop if users were to adopt unilateral privacy protection.
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